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Error trying to open a folder of the file gallery on dev.t.o

Status
 Closed

Subject
Error trying to open a folder of the file gallery on dev.t.o

Version
18.x

Category
Error
Dogfood on a *.tiki.org site
Regression

Feature
File Gallery (elFinder or standard UI)

Resolution status
Works For Me

Submitted by
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

Lastmod by
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

Rating
     (0) 

Related-to
 "The following mandatory fields are missing: Category" after anti-CSRF prompt

Description
I have errors trying to access a file in a subfolder on dev.t.o on the file galleries.

Using the main link to open the folder Bug Report Image => bsfez I have errors.
Using the Tiki Explorer for the file galleries it worked.

Not the same issue but may be related, I couldn't set a plugin img after uploading and setting the
plugin following the process using the dialog modal from the Help plugin. I also tested on Safari and
Chrome.

https://dev.tiki.org/item6833-Error-trying-to-open-a-folder-of-the-file-gallery-on-dev-t-o
https://dev.tiki.org/item6926--The-following-mandatory-fields-are-missing-Category-after-anti-CSRF-prompt
https://dev.tiki.org/dl1226?display
https://dev.tiki.org/dl1225?display
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I tested on Tiki19 using nextdev.
nextdev is using elfinder and it worked better but still I had to retry several times to get over an
error after the upload (may be due to nextdev setup ?):

Potential cross-site request forgery (CSRF) detected. Operation blocked. Reloading the page may
help.

https://nextdev.tiki.org/item6831-test-file-gallery
Not sure I can add 19.x to this ticket... In doubt I didn't.

Solution
Fixed
-------
Can see the error on dev.t.o regarding selecting a subgallery, but am unable to recreate locally. I
notice that the url for the sub galleries in the main listing on this site are different than the urls in
the side listing. I don't see that difference locally - both sets of urls are the same.

Also unable to recreate the other issues regarding plugin img and anti-csrf messages. Can you
confirm you are still having these issues?

Importance
9

Easy to solve?
5

Priority
45

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)
Please demonstrate your bug on show.tikiwiki.org
Version:  Create show.tikiwiki.org instance18.x ▼

Ticket ID
6833

Created
Wednesday 03 October, 2018 09:02:43 GMT-0000
by Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

LastModif
Monday 28 November, 2022 05:26:47 GMT-0000

Comments

https://dev.tiki.org/dl1224?display
https://nextdev.tiki.org/item6831-test-file-gallery
https://dev.tiki.org/user10302
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lindon 12 May 20 00:24 GMT-0000

Can see the error on dev.t.o regarding selecting a subgallery, but am unable to recreate locally. I notice
that the url for the sub galleries in the main listing on this site are different than the urls in the side
listing. I don't see that difference locally - both sets of urls are the same.

Also unable to recreate the other issues regarding plugin img and anti-csrf messages. Can you confirm
you are still having these issues?

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item6833-Error-trying-to-open-a-folder-of-the-file-gallery-on-dev-t-o

https://dev.tiki.org/user10302
https://dev.tiki.org/item6833-Error-trying-to-open-a-folder-of-the-file-gallery-on-dev-t-o
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